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Timberland investment has come full circle in Brazil. Modern plantation 
forestry can trace its roots back to the 1950s, when integrated companies 
invested in pulp assets and planted forests. Brazil’s forest sector devel-
oped at a metered pace over the next three decades, until the 1990s 
brought a new wave of both domestic and international pulp and timber 
investment. These investments came from unlikely sources—mainly US 
pension funds. Pension funds seeking high returns invested first in pine 
plantations in southern Brazil and then later in eucalyptus plantations 
for pulp production.

Over the next 20 years, Brazilian timber investments could do no wrong: they consistently racked up double digit 
annualized returns as Brazil’s economy grew at breakneck speed and land was still relatively inexpensive.

In 2014, the table turned, and Brazil’s economy faltered as the Real lost half of its value. As a result, profit margins 
for those already invested in Brazil have tightened, leaving investors fighting for returns by cutting costs. Going 
forward, existing owners and managers will need to be nimble as never before, look to wider markets and have 
better control of supply chain costs.

Because of the favorable exchange rate, investments in Brazilian timberland are more attractive than ever. New 
timberland investors will need the discipline to understand market nuances, price volatility and sector risk, however. 
A clear understanding of exposure to mill manufacturing, regional and sector risk will be required for a successful 
timberland investment. 

Forest2Market—a global supplier of timber pricing, benchmarks, analytics and supply chain expertise—and its 
partner Forest2Market do Brasil have the local experts and the global perspective needed to analyze Brazilian 
markets and identify investment risks and opportunities. Our report, International Timberland Investment Decisions 
in Brazil: A Guide to Operational, Social and Business Challenges, will allow investors to:

• Honestly assess risk in a post-recession Brazil
• Allow the development of a codified investment strategy
• Compare historic pricing and volatility by region to get an accurate picture of the market and market risk
• Fully understand the implications of legislation and policy that affect timberland investment
• Navigate the cultural issues that befall international investments
• Understand the true costs of operating in Brazil, including labor, social overhead, worker efficiency and 

salary requirements
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Pre-order the report by October 15 and get a 15% discount. 
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